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REGULATIONS OF HOLDING 

OF NATIONAL RESEARCH ANALYTICS CHAMPIONSHIPS AMONG CLUB TEAMS  

 

Section 1. General Provisions 

1. This Regulation defines the rules of organizing and holding of National research analytics 
championships among club teams of different countries under the auspices and control of the IASHE 

and under the supervision of relevant National research analytics Federations. 

2. The officially registered National research analytics Federation (hereinafter referred to as the 

Federation) consisting of more than 50 members, can hold the research analytics championship among 
club teams (hereinafter referred to as the championship).  

3. To get an admission to hold championships in every reporting year an interested Federation submits 

an application form to the IASHE. This must be done before December 1. The form must contain the 

following data:  

3.1. Federation name; 

3.2. National championship name; 

3.3. Championship logo; 

3.4. Number of leagues of the championship of the reporting year (Premier-League, 1st League, 2nd 

League); 

3.4. List of the championship Premiere-League teams (obligatory) and list of teams of other leagues (if 

any); 

3.5. List of members of teams of the championship (in all championship leagues) with indication of 

scientific specialization of members of teams; 

3.6. Presidents, Vice-Presidents and Directors of teams (if a tem has sponsors or patrons; up to 10 

persons); 

3.6. Trainers of teams (Senior trainer, his assistants and deputies; up to 5 persons); 

3.7. Captains and Vice-Captains of teams (3 persons); 

3.8. Date of submission; 

3.9. Surname, name and signature of the President of Federation, Federation stamp. 

4. Submissions are formed by Federations on the basis of information presented by Captains or 

Presidents of teams during their registration in Federation. 

5. Decision about permission to hold the championship in the reporting year is announced by the 
IASHE before December 15 of the year preceding the reporting and formalized by the Tournament 

License. 

Section 2. Grounds for initiating the championship and the structure of championship 

leagues 

1. The championship is considered to have grounds for official holding if the Federation (taking the 

submissions of the interested Federation members into account) had registered not less than 8 teams 

for participation in the Premier-League championship. 

2. In case if the championship is expected to be held not only in Premier-League but also in 1st League, 
the full new Premier-League must be formed (16-22 teams)  

3. Federation defines the number of teams of the full Premier-League independently, on the basis of 

the following rules:  

3.1. Minimal number of Premier-League teams is 8; 



3.2. Full Premier-League can be formed by 16-22 teams (the Federation is to make a decision); 

3.3. Only even quantity of teams can form the Premier-League; 

3.4. Minimal acceptable number of teams of the Premier-League as well as the number of teams in a 
range of 8 up to 16 participants of the Premier-League is allowed on the initial stage of development of 

the relevant Federation only and on condition of absence of submissions from Federation members 

concerning the registration of additional teams. 

4. In case if the championship is expected to be held not only in Premier-League and 1st League but 
also in 2nd League, the full new 1st League (16-22 teams) must be formed at first. Conditions of 

forming of member-lists of 1st and 2nd Leagues’ teams are based on the rules presented in par. 3 of 

section 2 of the present Regulations. 

Section 3. Registration of a team; including it into the certain championship League; banning 
the team from participation in championship  

1. Applications for participation of teams in a championship of the reporting year must be submitted by 

November 15 of the year preceding the reporting year (applications are submitted by the interested 

members of the Federation).  

2. Applications for participation of teams in a championship must include the following data: 

2.1. Federation name; 

2.2. National championship League name; 

2.3. Team logo (coat of arms, emblem); 

2.4. President, Vice-President and Directors of a team (in case if a team has sponsors or patrons; up to 
10 persons); 

2.5. Trainers of the team (Senior trainer, his assistants; up to 5 persons); 

2.6. Captain and Vice-Captains of teams (3 persons); 

2.7. Full list of players (members) of a team with indication of their scientific specialization 
(specialization that defines their scientific field in the championship), means of connection (e-mail, 

phone, Skype) and personal photos of players; 

2.8. Date of application submission; 

2.9. Name and surname of the team leader (President of Vice-President, Senior trainer or his 
assistants, Captain or Vice-Captain). 

3. The relevant Federations are responsible for the verification of objectivity of data (including the 

presence of persons, indicated in the application and their will to enter the team in appropriate way), 

presented in applications for registration of teams. 

4. The Premier-League is the first to be formed on the basis of submitted team registration applications 
in the year of initial (first) championship holding. The first and second Leagues can be formed only 

when the full Premier-League is formed. In following years of holding of championships vacant places 

in the Premier-League are occupied at first. The same questions concerning the first and second 

Leagues are resolved chronologically after that.  

5. In the year of organization of the initial (first) championship holding, appointing teams to one of 

another League (in accordance with the submitted applications) is based on chronological order of 

submission of applications for registration. In following years the distribution of teams into Leagues is 

carried out on the basis of competitive principle of fair comparison of factual achievements of teams.  

6. In case if in the year of organization of the initial (first) championship holding, in terms for 

registration of teams stated in the present Regulations, the Premier-Leagues was not formed (with the 

minimal possible number of teams) the championship is considered to be cancelled (not having official 

grounds to be held).  

7. In case if in the year of organization of the initial (first) championship holding, in terms for 

registration of teams stated in the present Regulations in accordance with submitted applications the 

number of teams in Premier-League is odd, the last registered team is to be taken off from 

participation 

8. Rules in par. 5-7 of section 3 of the present Regulations are applicable to the procedure of forming 
of 1st and 2nd Leagues’ teams. 



9. On the basis of collective decision, approved by majority of votes of team members (heads, trainers, 

players) the team can be taken off from participation in the championship any time – through the 

submission of the relevant application to Federation.  

10. A team, members of which systematically behave incorrectly during championships, express 

disrespect to competitors and attempts to illegally affect the results of the championship is to be taken 

off from participation in competition on the basis of the decision of Federation. If a team does not 

submit even one scientific report for participation in the championship for the second time in a row – it 
is also banned from participation.  

11. Any changes in quantitative of member lists of teams of any League are to be obligatorily 

registered in the IASHE by operative submission of the relevant application by Federation.  

Section 4. Structure of a championship team and player status 

1. A team consists of administration, trainer stuff and players. 

2. Only members of Federation that holds the National championship (the relevant team takes part in) 

can become any kind of team members.  

3. Administration of a team can consist of the President, Vice-President and a Director of a team. 
Administration can consist of 10 people at most. Team sponsors, patrons and other persons who make 

direct organizational influence on the participation of a team in a championship and results of such 

participation, are also the part of a team. A team may not have an Administration. Trainers and players 

can also occupy administrative positions. Administration carries out the activities concerning the 

organization of a team, guidance of its activities, definition of means of awarding for players. It also 
appoints trainers, elects a Captain and Vice-Captains of a team, defines the mail player list, organizes 

the training process, dismisses players and invites new ones. Administration can also offer issues of 

reformation of a team or taking it off from championships – for general voting of members.  

4. A Senior trainer and his assistants form the trainer stuff of the team. It can not exceed 5 persons. A 
team is obliged to have a trainer stuff. Training functions can also be fulfilled by representatives of 

Administration or players. Trainer stuff is responsible for intellectual and analytical training of a team, 

reviewing and expert ranking of scientific researches of team-members, consultations in various fields 

of scientific gnosiology, definition of strategy and tactics of tournament fighting. It can offer variants of 
decisions concerning quantitative and personal listings of team-players to the Administration.  

5. Players (official members of a team) are scientists, who directly participate in the IASHE research 

analytics championships and (considering the results of such participation) make a significant 

contribution into forming of the collective achievements of a team in National research analytics 

championship among club teams.  

6. There can be 8-22 persons in a first team. 8 persons more can form the reserve. The reserve can be 

formed only when the first team was formed in full. Members of both - the first team and the reserve 

can take part in the championship on behalf of the team and therefore bring credits to it. Persons who 

do not officially belong to the team, are not allowed to take part in scientific-analytical championships 
on behalf of the team (and earn points for it).  

7. The difference between players of first team and the reserve is in the fact that reserve players can’t 

occupy administrative and trainer positions. They also can not take part in collective voting of 

members and receive winner-awards if participation of a team in the championship was successful. 
Players of the first team and the reserve, depending on their personal contributions to achievements of 

the team, can be changed or swapped by the decision of Administration and trainers. In case if the 

participation of a team in the championship was successful, and if there are players, who belonged to 

first team and also to the reserve during the championship, such players (laureates) are to be awarded 
as members of the first team. They are defined on the basis of their personal contributions to 

achievements of the team.  

8. Maximum number of first team players is determined by the number of branches of science of the 

research analytical championship. Within the PLATONICK project the IASHE holds research analytical 

championships in following fields: 

1. Architecture and construction 

2. Biological sciences 

3. Veterinary sciences 

4. Military sciences 
5. Earth sciences (including geography, geology and mineralogy) 

6. Art history 

7. Historical sciences 



8. Culturology 

9. Medical sciences  

10. Educational sciences  
11. Political sciences  

12. Psychological sciences 

13. Agricultural sciences  

14. Sociological sciences  
15. Technical sciences  

16. Pharmaceutical sciences  

17. Physical and Mathematical sciences  

18. Philology 
19. Philosophy 

20. Chemical sciences  

21. Economics and Management 

22. Jurisprudence. 
9. Taking the par. 8 of the section 4 of the present Regulations into account, the team consisting of 

qualified specialists in the branches of science of the research analytics championship is considered to 

be the most efficient from the point of view of the tournament strategy and possibilities of success.  

10. Every player has official specialization, indicated in the team application form (for further holding of 

National championship among club teams). Player specialization is not directly connected with his 
education and scientific qualification but defines his sphere of scientific-analytical activity in the 

PLATONICK project. Player specialization means that the certain person (on behalf of a team and 

presenting its interests) would take part in research analytics championships within sections relevant 

to the stated scientific specialization. The declaration of player specialization does nit make him take 
part in all stages of research analytics championships, held within his science branch (stated 

specialization). He is allowed to take part in research analytics championships in sections different from 

his specialization. Issues of regularity and scientific specialization of participation of a player in 

research analytics championships are resolved under the agreement between the team Administration 
and a player, taking collective and personal interests into account.  

11. Team member can independently decide whether to take part in stages of research analytics 

championship or not (taking the interests of a team and the declared requirements to general discipline 

of a team into account). In case if the member of a team takes part in research analytics 

championships he will affect the general result of a team (even if his participation was not agreed with 
the team administration and trainers).  

12. Players and other members of a team must be members of the relevant National Federation. They 

are allowed to become members of only one team of a National championship among club teams in 

any League. 

Section 5. Leaving the team, new members of the team, transfers and player specialization 

switching  

1. Players can leave the team freely in periods stated in par. 3 of the section 5 of the present 

Regulations by submitting the appropriate application to the Federation which had registered the team.  

2. The team Administration can exclude a player from a team in periods stated in par. 3 of the section 

5 of the present Regulations by submitting the appropriate application to the Federation which had 

registered the team.  

3. A team can accept new players twice a year (once a half-year): first time – when registering the 
team in the Federation for participation in the following championship of club teams; the second time – 

from July 1 till July 15 of the relevant year. New players are accepted through making the appropriate 

changes in the official application of a team, sent to the Federation.  

4. If there are free vacant places in the first team, such team can accept new players without any term 

limits stated in par. 3 of the section 5 of the present Regulations in the following cases: 

4.1. When the license for operative admission of a player is acquired from the relevant Federation. 

Acquisition of a license – any actions (considered to be sufficient and accepted by the Federation) 

carried out in interests of the Federation, directed to the development and enhancement of its 

activities. The Federations is obliged to settle the uniform requirements concerning the acquisition of 
license upon the operative application of a player for all teams of National championship. 

4.2. In case of player transfers between different teams of the National championship among club 

teams of any Leagues. In this case teams make independent agreements concerning the details of 

such exchange. Following the results of the carried out exchange the joint application for making 
changes in official team lists is submitted to the Federation.  



4.3. In case of an acquisition of a player from another team of the National championship. If a right to 

include a player in a team is bought/sold, both sides independently define the conditions of such 

operation. Following the results of the carried out operation the joint application for making changes in 
official team lists is submitted to the Federation.  

5. A team can submit an application about the player specialization change to the Federation anytime. 

Information about specialization is needed for accounting and statistics – it must be submitted to the 

Federation before the factual change. Every player can have two and more specializations.  

Section 6. Mechanism of holding the National championship among club teams  

1. National research analytics championships among club teams are held on the basis and with a 

glance of results of participation of interested persons in the IASHE research analytics championships 

(PLATONICK project) 

2. System (tournament calendar) and periodization (chronology and order of holding of championship 

stages) of holding of National research analytics championships among club teams is fully synchronized 

with stages of the IASHE research analytics championships (PLATONICK project).  

3. Every stage of the IASHE research analytics championship (PLATONICK project) corresponds to the 
following stage of the National research analytics championships among club teams. Therefore in every 

research analytics championship among club teams number and order of stages is equal to number 

and order of stages of the IASHE research analytics championship (PLATONICK project). 

4. Scientific specialization of every stage of the IASHE research analytics championship (PLATONICK 

project) defines the scientific specialization of the relevant stage of National research analytics 
championship among club teams.  

5. In accordance with the active system of holding of the IASHE research analytics championships 

(PLATONICK project) there are 24 complex (including stages of championships in several branches of 

science) scientific-analytical events throughout the year. Therefore there are also 24 stages of 
championships within the National research analytics championship among club teams. 

6. In case if the structure of the IASHE research analytics championship (PLATONICK project) is about 

to be changed – appropriate statements of the section 6 of the present Regulations are also to be 

corrected. In any case statements of the section 6 of the present Regulations must always correspond 
to actual state of holding of the IASHE research analytics championships (PLATONICK project).  

7. Taking the consequences stated in par. 5 of the section 6 of the present Regulations into account, 

every League of the National championship has 21 stages of regular championship stages and 3 final 

stages of Super Final.  

8. In accordance with the preliminary drawing by Federation (with participation of the IASHE) every 
team of an appropriate League of National research analytics championship among club teams receives 

the opponent from among teams of the same League on every championship stage.  

9. Number of circles (circle is a cycle of matching of one team with all other teams of the League) of 

the research analytics championship among club teams (within the limit of 21 stage of the regular 
championship and 3 stages of Super Final) depends on the number of teams of the relevant League. If 

there are 22 teams in the League then the regular championship consists of one circle (21 match) and 

3 Super Final matches. If there are 18 teams in the League then the regular championship consists of 

one circle (17 matches), 4 semifinal matches and 3 Super Final matches. If there are 10 teams in the 
League then the regular championship consists of two circles (18 matches), 3 semifinal matches and 3 

Super Final matches. In other cases the system of holding of championships among club teams is 

organized in accordance with the logical construction shown in these examples. 

10. Semifinal stage of the National championship among club teams is held in incomplete Leagues (less 
then 22 teams). After the holding of matches of the first cycle of championship, the new championship 

is held on the basis of the calendar of the first cycle again. This goes up to the moment when 21 match 

is played by all teams.  

11. Final stage of the National championship among club teams is held in all Leagues. After holding of 

21 matches the championship (including matches of the semifinal stage) is held in further according to 
the calendar of the first stage.  

12. Participation of every team in the next stage of the National championship among club teams and 

competition with opponents in interfacial matches in the stage (according to the drawing) is possible 

through presentation of scientific reports of team-members for participation and for ranking in the 
relevant stages of research analytics championships if the IASHE (PLATONICK project). 



13. In butting match within every stage the team with higher average rank of all reports of team-

members presented on the relevant stage of the IASHE research analytics championship (PLATONICK 

project) is considered to be a winner. All earned diplomas give additional credits to the average rank of 
a team: golden diploma (any kind) – 1 credit; silver diploma (any kind) – 0,8 credits; bronze diploma 

(any kind) – 0.6 credits; special diploma (any kind) – 0.4 credits. Besides for every team-member, 

who took part in the relevant stage of a championship, a team gets another 0.2 credits to its final rank. 

14. Results of confrontation of teams within every stage of the REGULAR CHAMPIONSHIP on the 
National championship among club teams are ranked in the following way: victory – 2 points, draw – 1 

point, defeat – 0 points.  

15. Results of a competition of teams of every stage of SEMIFINAL STAGE of the National 

championship among club teams is ranked in the following way: victory – 4 points, draw – 2 points, 
defeat – 0 points. 

16. Results of a competition of teams of every stage of SUPER FINAL of the National championship 

among club teams is ranked in the following way: victory – 6 points, draw – 3 points, defeat – 0 

points. 

17. In accordance with the chosen strategy of tournament fighting (and taking personal interests of 

players into account) players from every team, who have the proper specialization can take part every 

stage of the championship (the same specialization as the stated for the IASHE research analytics 

championship – PLATONICK project) as well as other members of the team. Number of players 

representing the team in every stage of the championship is not limited.  

18. A team has a right to skip certain stages of a championship – not to offer scientific works of players 

works for participation and ranking in the IASHE research analytics championship (PLATONICK 

project). A team that skipped the second stage of a championship in a row (did not present any 

scientific works twice) is taken off from the participation by the decision of the Federation.  

19. A team, that was taken off from participation in tournaments receives “defeats” in all the remaining 

stages and its opponents receive “victories”.  

Section. 7 Correlation of interests of Federations, personal interests of the PLATONICK 

players, and collective interests of their teams 

1. National research analytics championship among club teams are organized is such a way that they 

correlate with the realization of the PLATONICK project and the development of National research 

analytics Federations.  

2. Every member of the relevant Federation can make a significant contribution to the development 

and the successful performance of his team without additional efforts by participating in the individual 
championship of the PLATONICK project and being a member of a club team at the same time. 

3. Active participation of members of the Federation in individual and team championships of the 

PLATONICK project boosts the rating of the National Federation in the IASHE Federations Cup and also 

helps National research analytics teams to achieve collective success.  

4. Individual and collective indexes of participation of representatives of different countries in the 

PLATONICK project helps certain educational institutions and states to achieve high ratings of 

scientific-analytical activity and scientific-analytical efficiency.  

5. According to par.1-4 of section 7 of the present Regulations it is obvious that collective and personal 
interests of participants of the project are taken into account within the PLATONICK project. These 

interests stimulate and complement each other. Together with that in the context of tournament 

strategy of participation in research analytics championships of National team and club teams, conflicts 

between team interests and personal interests of players may burst out (concerning the necessity to 
participate or rejection to participate in championships). In such cases if the compromise if 

unreachable the presumption of absolute right of the interested person to define his own scales and 

mechanisms of participation in the PLATONICK project and other structures of self-organization of 

scientists-analysts formed under the aegis of the IASHE. At the same time such structures (within their 

sphere of competence) can impose sanctions to their members, who do not wish to fulfill the collective 
will of members of relevant Federations, stated in the IASHE Regulations.  

Section 8. Official fixation of tournament and statistical information 

1. Official fixation of tournament and statistical information concerning the National research analytics 

championship among club teams (with differentiation into Leagues) is carried out in the informational 
box of the relevant National federation on the World Research Analytics Federation website.  



2. The following data is included in the system of tournament and statistical information concerning the 

National research analytics championship among club teams (with differentiation into Leagues): 1) 

Official lists of team-members; 2) Schedule (calendar) of games with indication of past matches; 3) 
Tournament table; 4) List of goal-scorers – players who brought their teams the highest number of 

credits; 5) Tournament archive. 

3. Information about official lists of players of teams includes: emblem (logo) and name of the team; 

full list of members of Administration, trainers, first team and the reserve, patrons and sponsors of a 
team. 

4. Schedule (calendar) of games with indication of past matches – publication of the calendar of the 

National research analytics championship among club teams (with differentiation into Leagues) with an 

indication of: the list of players and competing pairs of opposite teams (team names are presented in 
alphabetical order; kind (regular championship; semifinal; Super Final) of the championship and the 

relevant stages; dates of matches of every stage; results of past matches. 

National Research Federation of China  

 

National research analytics championship among club teams of Chinaя 

Premier-League 

Regular championship 

Stage 1 - 05.02.2012 

Aval – Chelsea - 8,8:8,1 

… 

Semifinal 

Stage 20 - 17.09.2012 

Dean – Chemist - 8,3:6,4 

… 

Super Final 

Stage 22 - 19.10.2012 

Atom – Legend - 7,2:8,1 

… 

5. Tournament table is a tabular presentation of statistic data that characterizes the consequences 
defining the results of tournament fight of teams. Tournament table consists of the following columns: 

a) № - places of teams; b) Titles of teams; c) G – number of games; d) V– number of victories; e) GD 

– number of draws; f) L – number of losses; g) D – number of earned diplomas; h) C – total number of 

average credits and additional bonuses earned in matches of all stages; i) T – maximum number of 

players of the first team and the reserve during the tournament; j) GC – total number of points earned 
by the team.  

№ Team G V GD L D C T GC 

1 University 15 10 2 3 7 188,2 12 32 

 

№ Team Tournament grid and results of 2012 G V GD L D C T GC 

1   74:35               

2  30:0                

3                  

4                  

5                  

6                  

7                  

8                  

6. List of bombardiers (in hierarchical order – in descending order of competition indexes) displays the 

current information about 10 best bombardiers of the championship and 3 best bombardiers of every 

team.  



List of bombardiers is tabular. It includes the following data: a) № – place; b) NS – Name and 

surname; c) T – represented team; d) C – total number of credits and additional bonuses earned by 

the bombardier in matches of all stages; e) G – number of games, played by the bombardier; f) AC – 
average number of credits earned by the bombardier in one game; g) D – number of earned diplomas. 

Bombardier championship 2012 

 

№ NS T C G AC D 

1 ----- University 53,5 6 8,92 3 

7. Statistical data about National research analytics championships among club teams of previous 
periods with differentiation by Leagues and years of holding is kept in the Archive of championships.  

8. Official tournament and statistical data is presented and operatively corrected on the World 

Research Analytics Federation website by the authorized representatives of relevant Federations with 

direct support and necessary assistance of the IASHE. Representatives of club teams can make their 
own calculations of tournament indexes, demand the informational corrections from the Federation and 

propose to make changes in the official information. 

 

Section 9. Definition of results of championships and awarding of winner-teams and players 

– laureates of personal prize contests of a championship 

1. National research analytics championship among club teams is finished and is considered to be a 

basis for defining the final tournament result when results of all matches of championship of the official 

championship schedule (calendar) are defined.  

2. Following the results of National research analytics championship among club teams of Premier-
League their winners and awardees are defined in following categories: 

a) Team championship – a winner (Champion), a second (Silver winner) and third team of a 

championship (Bronze winner) are considered to be laureates; 

b) Bombardier championship - parallel tournament among the most efficient players of teams of the 
championship.  

3. Federation that holds the relevant National research analytics championship among club teams can 

present additional prizes for the winners in the following or other categories: 

a) “Striking power” - for a team the highest number of points of the championship; b) “Empire” - for a 
team with the highest number of victories during the championship; c) “Intellectual Olympus” - for a 

team, whose players earned the highest number of the IASHE diplomas in championship matches; d) 

“Hurricane” - for a most uncompromising team (when the championship ends the team must be at the 

upper part of the tournament table with the lowest number of draws); e) “Progress Cup” - for a team 

whose progress in the current year (following the results of the championship) is the most significant in 
comparison to the previous year; f) prizes in other categories, defined by the Federation. 

4. Team with 3 wins in the Premier-League of the National research analytics championship among 

club teams is granted with the official right to place a “Golden Star of a Champion’ on its coat of arms 

(logo). 

5. Winners and awardees of 1 and 2 Leagues of the research analytics championship become laureates 

in categories stated in par. 2-4 of section 9 of the present Regulations. The League within the 

framework of which the relevant prizes and titles were won, is to be obligatorily indicated.  

6. Results of the team championship and the bombardier championship of the reporting year in all 
Leagues are summed up by the relevant Federation with participation of the IASHE in 14 days after the 

final stage of the championship. Final results of a championship are presented in the information box of 

the Federation on the World Research Analytic Federation website by the Federation. Representatives 

of teams of the finished National championship in all Leagues in 10 days after the final results were 

announced can hold consultations with the Federation considering these results, demand the certain 
objective corrections of these results and appeal to the IASHE concerning the reject of the Federation 

to consider the opinion of a team while forming and approving the official championship results. During 

the process of consultations and the appeal procedure between Federation and the interested team 

every part is obliged to respond to requests and statements of the opponent within 36 hours from the 
moment of receiving of it. In case if the interested team is not satisfied with the final answer of the 

Federation concerning the championship results it can address the IASHE with the appropriate 



objective complaint within 10 days from the moment when the final answer from the Federation was 

received. The IASHE (demanding opinions of every party if necessary) approves the final and 

unquestioned decision within 10 days from the moment of receiving of such a complaint.  

7. Final official results of the finished National research analytics championship among club teams take 

effect from the moment of the IASHE approval of the final championship protocol for the reporting year 

formed by the Federation. Final official results of a championship are presented in the information box 

of the Federation on the World Research Analytic Federation website by the Federation. This 
information is to be archived when the new National research analytics championship among club 

teams starts.  

8. Definition of results of the National research analytics championship among club teams is carried out 

on the basis of the following rules: 

8.1. Winner – is a team with the highest number of points (in comparison to other teams - participants 

of the championship) following the results of all matches played. Other awardees are defined and 

hierarchically placed into the appropriate positions of the tournament table in the same way. 

8.2. Several teams might have the same number of points. In this case winners are defined on the 
basis of the following tournament indexes (these are applied in the reverse order of their priority upon 

the condition of equality of pervious indexes): a) number of victories (the team with higher number of 

victories has higher place); b) number of average points with additional bonuses earned in matches of 

all stages (the team with higher number of point has higher place); c) number of earned diplomas (the 

team with higher number of diplomas has higher place); d) results of personal meetings of teams with 
equal tournament results (the team with higher number of points earned in personal meetings with an 

opponent has higher place); e) maximum number of players of the first team and the reserve during 

the tournament (the team with lesser maximum number of players has higher place). 

8.3. The best bombardier of the championship is the player with the highest number (sum) of points 
for personal reports presented in the PLATONICK project in comparison with other players – members 

of the championship bombardier list. Several players might have the same number of points. In this 

case bombardiers-winners are defined on the basis of the following tournament indexes (these are 

applied in the reverse order of their priority upon the condition of equality of pervious indexes): a) 
average number of points (general number of points earned by the player divided into the number of 

his games) – player with higher average number of points is higher in the table; b) number of earned 

diplomas (a player with higher number of diplomas has higher place); c) number of games played (a 

player with lower number of games has higher place); d) team rank (a player whose team is has 

higher place in the championship also has higher place).  

8.4. Best bombardiers of all teams of the championship are statistically defined by the Federation. 

They are awarded on the basis of decisions of team administrations.  

8.5. Definition of winners and awardees of championships in categories stated by Federations is carried 

out in accordance with rules approved by such Federations by agreement with the IASHE.  

9. Teams – winners and awardees of the Premier-Leagues of the National research analytics 

championship among club teams are awarded with the following prizes: 

9.1. The winner-team gets the Golden Champion Cup, Golden diploma of the championship winner and 

the monetary reward; 

9.2. Players of the first team of the winning team get – Golden champion medals and Golden diplomas 

of the championship winner; 

9.3. A team – the second winner gets the Silver Champion Cup, Silver diploma of the championship 

winner and the monetary reward; 

9.4. Players of the first team of the second winning team get – Silver champion medals and Silver 

diplomas of the championship winner; 

9.5. A team – the third winner gets the Bronze Cup, Bronze diploma of the championship winner and 

the monetary reward; 

9.6. Players of the first team of the third winning team get – Bronze medals and Bronze diplomas of 
the championship winner; 

10. Teams – winners and awardees in 1 and 2 Leagues of the National research analytics championship 

among club teams get the following rewards: 

10.1. A winner-team – “Superiority Cup” of the 1 and 2 Leagues, diploma of a winner of 1 or 2 League 
championship; 



10.2. Players of the first team of the winning team get – Lesser golden champion medals and diplomas 

of 1 or 2 Leagues championship winners; 

10.3. A team – the second winner gets the – “Achievements Cup” of 1 or 2 League, diplomas the 
second winner of 1 or 2 Leagues championship; 

10.4. Players of the first team of the second-winning team get – Lesser silver champion medals and 

diplomas of 1 or 2 Leagues championship awardees; 

10.5. A team – the third winner gets the – “Aspirations Cup” of 1 or 2 League, diplomas the third 
winner of 1 or 2 Leagues championship; 

10.6. Players of the first team of the third-winning team get – Lesser bronze medals and diplomas 

third awardees of 1 or 2 Leagues championship; 

11. Winners and awardees of the bombardier championship are awarded with the following prizes: 

11.1. Bombardier-winner gets the medal “Golden Thinker”, a diploma of a bombardier championship 

winner and a monetary award;  

11.2. Bombardier – second winner gets the medal “Silver Thinker”, a diploma of a bombardier 

championship second winner and a monetary award; 

11.3. Bombardier – third winner gets the medal “Bronze Thinker”, a diploma of a bombardier 

championship third winner and a monetary award;  

12. Sponsors and patrons of Federations and National research analytics championships among club 

teams upon the agreement with relevant Federations can present additional prizes and monetary 

awards for winners and awardees in different Leagues of the championship and create additional 
categories for awarding teams and players with certain successes in championships.  

13. Official rewarding of winners and awardees of National research analytics championship among 

club teams in all the stated categories is carried out within 45 days from the moment of approval of 

official results of the National research analytics championship among club teams. The date of the 
rewarding ceremony and the mechanism of its holding is announced by the Federation upon the 

agreement with the IASHE. 

Section 10. Transfers of teams between Leagues, participation of new teams in the 

championship  

1. If there are several Leagues within the National research analytics championship among club teams, 

the procedure of moving a team form one League to another must (on the basis of tournament 

indexes) correspond to the following rules: 

1.1. If the junior Leagues was formed, upon the ending of the championship two last teams of the 

superior League would be transferred to the junior League; two first teams of the junior League would 
be transferred to the superior League;  

1.2. If the junior Leagues was formed, upon the ending of the championship the third and the fourth 

last teams of the superior League (following the results of the last year championship) and the third 

and the fourth teams of the junior League (following the results of the last year championship) 
participate in the transitive tournament. They fight for the right to occupy two vacant places in the 

superior League on the basis of the following rules: a) third and fourth last teams of the superior 

League stay in the superior League for first 4 stages of the championship and are placed in the full 

schedule of the championship of the superior League; b) third and fourth teams of the junior League 
stay in the junior League for 4 first stages of the championship and are placed in the full schedule of 

the championship of the junior League; c) all participants of the transitive tournament during first four 

stages of the championship participate in the same Leagues, as the Leagues they were included in the 

last year; d) when the 4 stages of the championship end, the results of transitive tournament 
participants are combined into the separate table (parallel with the registration of such results in the 

relevant Leagues), created in accordance with par. 5 of the section 8 of the present Regulations; e) 

two first teams of the transitive tournament occupy (or save) places in the superior League and two 

last teams the transitive tournament occupy (or save) places in the junior League; f) in case if two first 

places of the transitive tournament were occupied by superior League teams, all 4 teams of the 
transitive tournament keep participating in the championship in their Leagues in accordance with the 

approved calendar and taking all team and personal results for 4 stages of the transitive tournament 

into account; g) if one of two first places of the transitive tournament is occupied by the team of the 

junior League it also occupies the place of the team of the superior League that did not win the first or 
second place and is transferred to the junior League; h) in case if both first places of the transitive 

tournament are won by junior League teams theses teams occupy places of two teams of the superior 



League (these are transferred to junior League) upon the following principle: first team of the 

transitive tournament occupies the place of the third team of the transitive tournament, second team 

of the transitive tournament occupies the place of the fourth team of the transitive tournament; i) if 
teams switch Leagues upon the results of the transitive tournament, every team becomes the full legal 

successor of the team it switched places with (taking the team results of the predecessor-team for 4 

first stages and all the championship calendar into account); j) if teams switch Leagues upon the 

results of the transitive tournament, personal indexes of players (individually earned diplomas and 
credits included into the team result) are nullified and transferred to the switched team in order of 

succession.  

1.3. During the championship a team can leave the superior League or be banned from it by the 

federation. In this case when the championship of the reporting year is finished, the place of this team 
is occupied by the junior League team with the highest tournament rank (of the year ended). During 

the championship of the reporting year two and more teams leave the superior League by the stated 

reason. In this case the vacant places are occupied by best teams of the junior League. The exchange 

of teams between superior and junior Leagues is carried out on the basis of statements of section 10 of 
the present Regulations on a universal basis (taking the following into account: best teams of junior 

League have already acquired places in superior League, so it is the next team (teams) of the junior 

League that fights the worst teams of the superior League to get their places directly of through the 

transitive tournament). 

2. If the junior League was not formed; if the full list of superior League is kept and if the number of 
officially registered teams which wish to take part in the championship (outside and Leagues following 

the results of the year ended) is not enough to form the junior League – the status tournament for the 

right to occupy the vacant places of the League is carried out for not less than two teams. The status 

tournament is held in accordance with the basic rules of a transitive tournament with certain 
particularities: a) in status tournament two teams which occupied last places (within the League) of the 

championship of the reporting year take part, and also – officially registered teams (outside any 

Leagues) which strive to become League members; b) status tournament is held during first four 

stages of a championship; c) two teams of the League which occupied the last places in the 
championship of the reporting year ended, stay in the League for first 4 stages of the current year 

championship and are presented in the full schedule (calendar) of League championships; d) teams out 

of the League and willing to enter the championship of the current year within the League, take part in 

first 4 stages of the championship (in the status tournament) and are not presented in the calendar 

(schedule) of the championship and do not have actual opponents in face-to-face matches of every 
stage; e) official table of the status tournament is kept along with the table of the League 

championship; f) teams – winners of the status tournament are defined depending on the earned 

points, number of diplomas and other indexes stated it the present regulations (the number of victories 

and points is not considered); g) vacant places within the League are granted to teams which occupy 2 
first places in the transitive tournament; h) the switching of teams following the results of the status 

tournament is carried out in accordance with the rules of the transitive tournament; i) teams who won 

places below the second place in the status tournament are taken off from participation in the current 

year championship. 

Section 11. Sponsors and patrons of teams 

1. Teams have a right to attract sponsors and patrons to its activities for ensuring the functioning of a 

team and for achieving high tournament results. 

2. Sponsors and patrons can provide a financial, resource, organizational, informational and advertising 
support of a team.  

3. Means and resources gained by a team from sponsors and patrons are directed to ensuring of a 

training process of a team, rewarding the trainer stuff and players, compensation of time and financial 

expenditures of players of a team, connected with participation in the championship.  

4. The team can use the name of a main sponsor in its own title. A team can post titles, logos and 
web-links of its sponsors and patrons on the World Research Analytics federation website (where the 

team application-form is presented).  

5. The team can submit registers of its sponsors and patrons (with an indication of their status related 

to the team, with a purpose of the official distribution of relevant information) to a Federation in terms 
stated in par. 3 of section 5 of the present Regulations. Sponsors and patrons not indicated in registers 

submitted to the Federation are not to be officially announced within the holding of National research 

analytics championships among club teams. 



Section 12. Regulative rights of a Federation while holding the championship among club 

teams 

1. While holding the National research analytics championship among club teams Federations have all 
the organizational and administrative rights, stated by the present Regulations and other acts of the 

IASHE, which regulate the activities of Federations and holding of research analytics championships of 

the IASHE.  

2. In case if the regulation of certain questions concerning National research analytics championships 
among club teams is not within the competence of the Federation and not regulated directly by the 

IASHE acts, the Federation can address the IASHE with an appeal concerning the establishment of 

mechanisms of regulation of the stated questions.  

3. In the field of law-making in the area of National research analytics championships among club 
teams, Federations are empowered with the right of an explanatory particularization of provisions of 

the present Regulations, without the right of the expansive (going beyond the actual meaning the 

Regulations statements) interpretation. 

4. Federation may reasonably apply sanctions stated in present Regulations to certain teams and their 
members. In the case if a team or its a member act in a way not acceptable from the point of view of 

public morality and the general ideology of the PLATONICK project, and if these actions do not invoke 

sanctions stated in the IASHE acts, the Federation has the right to address the IASHE with an request 

to establish sanctions for relevant behavior and adequate punishment of certain perpetrators. 

Section 13. Sponsors, patrons and advertisers of the Federation, which assist in holding of 
the championship 

1. Federations have a right to attract sponsors, patrons and advertisers to its activities with a purpose 

of ensuring the holding of National research analytics championships among club teams.  

2. Sponsors and patrons can provide the Federation with financial, resource, organizational, 
informational and advertising support.  

3. Money and resources acquired by the Federation from sponsors and patrons are directed to the 

ensuring of the championship organization, its informational support, publication and distribution of 

advertising materials and souvenirs, foundation of tournament categories and prizes for participants, 
awarding the Federation members, responsible for holding of the championship, and on other purposes 

directly connected with the procedure of holding of the championship, defined by the Federation.  

4. The Federation can use the name of a main sponsor in the title of the National research analytics 

championship among club teams. A Federation can post titles, logos and web-links of its sponsors and 

patrons in the informational box on the World Research Analytics Federation website.  

5. The Federation has the right to submit registers of its sponsors and patrons (with an indication of 

their status in relation to the Federation, for the purpose of official dissemination of relevant 

information) to the IASHE within the period specified in par. 3 of section 5 of the present Regulations. 

Sponsors and patrons, not specified in records submitted to the IASHE are not to be announced within 
the National research analytics championship among club teams. 

Section 14. Financial rewards to Federations, which hold successful championships 

1. Except the tasks in the field of comprehensive promoting of scientific progress and intellectual 

creativity, within the PLATONICK project the IASHE focuses on efficient and dynamic development of 
forms of international scientific and analytical community self-organization. In this regard, the IASHE 

encourages the development National research analytics Federations and their activities not only 

through image and institutional incentives, but also by the introduction of commercial elements to the 

system of relations between the IASHE and Federations.  

2. Depending on the extent of participation of Federation members - participants of the National 

research analytics championships among club teams in the PLATONICK project, the IASHE (in an 

agreed way) quarterly pays money to Federations. These are: 

2.1. 5% of the total net profit (revenues except the printing, publishing, mail, administrative and fiscal 

costs) received from a National research analytics championships among club teams in each 
incomplete League (8 to 16 teams); 

2.2 10% of the total net profit (revenues except the printing, publishing, mail, administrative and fiscal 

costs) received from a National research analytics championships among club teams in each full 

League (16 to 22 teams). 



3. If case of signing of sponsorship or advertising contract, directly related to the system of National 

research analytics championships among club teams, the IASHE intends to apportion at least 10% of 

the value of the contract (except the fiscal obligations and expenditures for contract maintenance) 
between Federations, successfully conducting National research analytics championships among club 

teams. 

Section 15. Announcement of the process and results of holding of a championship 

1. The process and the results of National research analytics championships among club teams is to be 
announced: 

1.1. On the website of the World Research Analytics Federation; 

1.2. On the website: http://www.gisap.eu/; 

1.3. On the website: http://platonick.com/; 

1.4. In online sections (accounts) of the PLATONICK in social networks; 

1.5. In scientific works digests of the PLATONICK project; 

1.6. In sectoral scientific magazines of the PLATONICK project; 

1.7. In image, presentation and informational publications of the IASHE; 

1.8. In informational materials presented in online and printed media of different countries. 

2. Federations conducting the National research analytics championships among club teams announce 

its process and results in National online and printed media at the expense of revenues collected from 

holding of championships (money from the IASHE, advertising revenues, assistance from sponsors and 

patrons).  

Section 16. Continental and international club tournaments  

1. The IASHE intends to conduct the following international research analytics championships among 

club teams, conducted with the consideration of results of National research analytics championships 

among club teams: 

1.1. Continental Champions Cup among club teams; 

1.2. Continental Intellect Cup among club teams; 

1.3. Intercontinental Evolution Cup among club teams. 

2. The IASHE would officially announce and start the continental research analytics championship 
among club teams if successful National research analytics championships among club teams in 

Premier-Leagues were held at least in four countries of the relevant continent in the past reporting 

year.  

3. The IASHE would officially announce and start the intercontinental research analytics championship 

among club teams if conditions for holding the continental research analytics championships among 
club teams were provided on two continents at least.  

4. The mechanism for conducting the international research analytics championships among club 

teams is to be announced by the IASHE if the necessary conditions for their holding form during the 

last quarter of the year preceding the year of these championships. 

Section 17. Arbitration 

1. In any disputable issues of holding of National research analytics championships among club teams 

the organizers and participants of such events have a right to obtain fair solving of the stated 

questions in accordance with the arbitral procedure stated in the present Regulations. 

2. In case if certain disputable questions of holding of National research analytics championships 

among club teams demand the special arbitration procedure of a dispute settlement, not stated in the 

present Regulations, these issues are to be resolved in accordance with the arbitrary statements if the 

“General Regulations for conducting championships (competitions) in research analytics”. 

Section 18. Final provisions 

1. The present Regulations comes into effect on October 24, 2012 with no fixed term. 

2. Issues of holding of National research analytics championships among club teams, not regulated by 

the present Regulations directly, are to be regulated in accordance with statements of the «General 

Regulations for conducting championships (competitions) in research analytics». In case if the stated 
document does not include the needed regulative information these issues are to be regulated by 

http://www.gisap.eu/
http://platonick.com/


operative decisions of the IASHE (in accordance with general principles of research analytics 

championships holding). 

3. Any person agreed to participate in the relevant National research analytics championship among 
club teams therefore joins the PLATONICK project on conditions of the following Regulations and 

agrees with all its statements. 

4. Any official changes to this Regulations come into effect:  

a) If such changes do not affect the general principles and the system of holding of championships and 
definition of their results – in 10 days after the official changes were made; 

b) If such changes do affect the general principles and the system of holding of championships and 

definition of their results – from the beginning of the following calendar year. 
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